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batman v superman: dawn of
justice is an upcoming american

superhero film based on dc
comics characters, distributed by

warner bros. pictures. it is
intended to be the sequel to

batman v. superman: dawn of
justice. it is produced by charles
roven, deborah snyder, wesley
coller, geoff johns and david s.

goyer, with zack snyder returning
as director. a screenplay was
written by chris terrio, from a

story by snyder and terrio, based
on a story arc that began in the
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first film by scott snyder and
greg rucka, before continuing in
superman comics and television

series. batman v superman‘s
ensemble cast features henry
cavill as clark kent/superman/

man of tomorrow and ben affleck
as bruce wayne/batman, dawn of

justice‘s cast consists of amy
adams as lois lane, ciaran hinds
as alfred, lois lane as reporter,
jeremy irons as alfred, nicole

kidman as barbara gordon and
lauren lange as nurse. jena

malone, gal gadot, jesse
eisenberg, aziz ansari and megan

gustafson are also in the film.
batman v superman: dawn of
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justice was shot on 65-perf
studios in lawrence, kan.; on

southern ontario; and on location
in metropolis, illinois. the film’s

main locations were in lawrence,
as gotham city; riverside, mo.;
and riverside and chicago ill.
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